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Loaded with beautifully illustrated diagrams clearly and concisely labeled for easy identification.

Illustrations by award-winning medical illustrator Vincent Perez.
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This is quite a bit smaller than than the other BarCharts I have purchased. It's about the size of a

large index card, does not have binder holes, opens like a book, and is laminated. It is very nice. I

do not have problems reading the text. A reading magnifier would help anyone who does.I am a

huge fan of the BarCharts and have many. This one is nicely laminated, fits well in a binder or just

by itself. They are great for a quick reference, supplementing your textbooks, or having in your

workplace for a quick look. I do realize that in a world of Google some might think these obsolete.

For me nothing can beat something tangible. I have not been disappointed with any of the

BarCharts that I have purchased.

I thought this would be much larger. It was only slightly bigger than an index card. The words are

very tiny. The lamination is of strong quality, so that's a plus. Also the diagrams are very precise and

simple to navigate. I just wanted it to be a full size diagram.

Bought for Anatomy class and very happy I did. It is very detailed and the photos and colors are

vivid and labeled well. It is an excellent study tool. I 3-hole-punched mine so I could put it in a



binder. That was very helpful to me. I would recommend this for anyone studying Anatomy, or even

Physiology, especially for the price.

I purchase this item along with the Physiology and Anatomy for my son, in order to help him out his

Anatomy and Physiology class in high school. He love it....... From the moment he took them in his

hands he couldn't stop looking at it and kept thanking me because he think it explains everything in

a very easy way for everyone to understand everything.I definitely recommend buying or gifting this

product.......

I like the information on the card which is very thorough but the card itself is very small and hard to

see. Pocket size.

I purchase this item along with the Physiology and Anatomy 2 for my son, in order to help him out

his Anatomy and Physiology class in high school. He love it....... From the moment he took them in

his hands he couldn't stop looking at it and kept thanking me because he think it explains everything

in a very easy way for everyone to understand everything. I definitely recommend buying or gifting

this product.......

These charts are great for quick reference to the study of the human body. Easy to read and

understand.

It was $10 less than the one at the bookstore and it only took 10 days to be at my house. Each flash

card is so helpful. They are all color cards so it's very easy to identify parts of the body. Each card

has 2 sides. One side has the model picture with the parts' names. The other side has the model

picture without parts' names so I can test myself.
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